
Review of Mitigation 
Measures

Pedestrian-
Cyclist Working 

Group 



Norm Strengthening & Education
(Campaigns)

¬ Examples of norms that could be strengthened: 
¬ Walking is good

¬ Cycling is good

¬ Be safe, have respect

¬ Pros 
¬ Potential for buy-in; provide rationale for decisions

¬ Cons 
¬ Can be easily ignored / avoidable

¬ Require regular reach-out due to large turnover of 
clientele

¬ Costs 
¬ Low



Traffic Lights
¬ Pros 

¬ No safety or accessibility issues

¬ Can visually get cyclists attention (flashing lights, etc.) 

¬ Cons 
¬ Can be easily ignored / avoidable

¬ Visual pollution  

¬ Reduced effectiveness over time

¬ Costs 
¬ Medium 

To be grouped with signage



Zone Incentives
Specific Infrastructure to accommodate cyclists in certain 

areas, thus driving traffic 
(e.g. indoor parking facility with shower facilities)

¬ Pros 
¬ Can influence likelihood of riding in certain areas

¬ Cons 
¬ No impact on speed

¬ Avoidable

¬ Potentially expensive

¬ Costs 
¬ ? 



Traffic Calming Measures
Obstacles, Reduced Road Width, Reduced Sight Lines, etc. 

¬ Pros 
¬ Unavoidable

¬ Cause little to no physical discomfort for cyclists 

¬ Can be visually appealing

¬ Cons 
¬ Limited effectiveness for cyclists

¬ Expensive and long to implement

¬ Pose issues to snow removal

¬ Pose issues to service vehicles

¬ Could pose safety risk (emergency vehicle access)

¬ Could impact accessibility

¬ Costs 
¬ High 

Unfeasible, to be removed from list



Green / Natural Surfaces
¬ Pros 

¬ Unavoidable

¬ Potentially uncomfortable on a bike / discourage speed

¬ Aesthetically consistent with campus

¬ Green!

¬ Cons 
¬ Require approval from Fire Department

¬ Expensive (?) and long to implement

¬ Operation / maintenance costs

¬ Costs 
¬ Medium - High 



Possible Interventions
In order from most to least prohibitive 

¬Gates 
¬Speed Mitigation Measures
¬Green/Natural Surface
¬Separated Bike Lane 
¬Visual Bike Lane
¬Traffic Calming Measures
¬Zone Incentives Incorporated in all Scenarios

¬Enhanced Signage Incorporated in all Scenarios

¬Norm-Strengthening & 
Education Incorporated in all Scenarios


